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1. Introduction

Clusters of noble metals, particularly gold, with precise nuclear-
ity (number of atoms) and overall molecular composition con-
tinue to be a topic of intense experimental and theoretical re-
search endeavors. These efforts aim at understanding the basic
factors, such as electronic structure, atomic packing, and ad-
sorbed layers that underlie the appearance of certain structural
motifs and control the size evolution, which bridges the clus-
ter-size domain with the bulk condensed phase. These studies
are also motivated by certain properties exhibited by clusters,
such as high chemical reactivity, catalytic activity and intense
luminescence, which may be exploited in future technolo-
gies.[1] While the structures of bare, as well as protected (passi-
vated), gold clusters have been studied for close to two de-
cades,[2] research activities on ligated analogues have intensi-
fied significantly in recent years[3–5] and crystal structures of
four of them, namely, Au25(SR)18,[3e,f] Au36(SR)24,[3k] Au38(SR)24,[4e]

and Au102(SR)44
[5a] (SR, alkyl thiolate ligand derived from RSH)

have been solved using X-ray crystallography total structure

determination, meaning determination of the atomic positions
of both the core and surface atoms.

Clusters protected with proteins[6] have been a rather recent
addition to this family of materials, with the clusters exhibiting
stable luminescence and the proteins retaining their biological
activity[6e] and biocompatibility. Certain clusters, for example,
Au13, Au25, Au38 and some others, have been proposed to exist
within protein templates. Mass spectrometry is an indispensi-
ble tool for investigations of clusters, particularly since precise
measurement of molecular composition is possible with soft
ionization methodologies such as laser desorption. However,
laser desorption and ionization often result in fragmentation of
the S�C bond on the cluster core, resulting in AunSm aggre-
gates. To date, formation of bare gas-phase Aun clusters, espe-
cially those with structural and electronic stability, has not
been observed in studies of metal cluster complexes with pro-
teins.

Cluster aggregation and growth from precursors via the as-
sembly of atoms or molecules, is accompanied by energy re-
lease and efficient removal of the aggregation and stabilization
energy, which is often achieved through collisional cooling and
is a prerequisite for stable cluster growth. Typically laser de-
sorption is followed by equilibration of the plasma in an inert
gas leading to the formation of clusters. This has been emi-
nently demonstrated in the case of fullerenes.[7] We considered
the possibility of forming stable clusters of gold using protein
templates as an energy relaxation medium—a heat-bath reser-
voir—during cluster growth.

In this paper, we show experimentally, through mass spec-
trometry, and theoretically, using first-principles quantum cal-
culations, that formation of stable gas-phase clusters with spe-

A discrete sequence of bare gold clusters of well-defined nu-
clearity, namely Au25

+ , Au38
+ and Au102

+ , formed in a process
that starts from gold-bound adducts of the protein lysozyme,
were detected in the gas phase. It is proposed that subsequent
to laser desorption ionization, gold clusters form in the gas
phase, with the protein serving as a confining growth environ-
ment that provides an effective reservoir for dissipation of the
cluster aggregation and stabilization energy. First-principles
calculations reveal that the growing gold clusters can be elec-
tronically stabilized in the protein environment, achieving elec-
tronic closed-shell structures as a result of bonding interactions

with the protein. Calculations for a cluster with 38 gold atoms
reveal that gold interaction with the protein results in breaking
of the disulfide bonds of the cystine units, and that the bind-
ing of the cysteine residues to the cluster depletes the number
of delocalized electrons in the cluster, resulting in opening of
a super-atom electronic gap. This shell-closure stabilization
mechanism confers enhanced stability to the gold clusters.
Once formed as stable magic number aggregates in the pro-
tein growth medium, the gold clusters become detached from
the protein template and are observed as bare Aun

+ (n = 25,
38, and 102) clusters.
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cific nuclearities (that is, a discrete sequence of cluster sizes
characterized by enhanced stability compared to other sizes)
can be achieved through the use of biomolecules, in particular,
proteins. Here, the proteins act as selective cluster nucleation
templates offering spatially confining protective growth vol-
umes and electronic stabilization of the aggregating metal
clusters. In addition, the proteins serve as effective reservoirs
for the removal of cluster formation and stabilization energy.
The results shown herein constitute the first observation of
protein-template-derived stable gas-phase clusters of formulae
Au18, Au25, Au38 and Au102, although their ligand protected ana-
logues have been known for some time. Most of our studies
used lysozyme, from chicken egg white (Lyz) as a model pro-
tein because of its relatively light mass, which allows the ac-
quisition of high-quality mass spectra in the monomer and oli-
gomer regions. Associated studies have also been conducted
with bovine serum albumin (BSA) and native lactoferrin (NLf).

The paper is organized as follows. In the Experimental Sec-
tion (at the end of the manuscript) we describe the experimen-
tal and theoretical methodologies. In Section 2 we present and
discuss our experimental (2.1–2.4) and theoretical (2.5) results.
We summarize our results in Section 3, and put them in per-
spective in the light of current and future investigations.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Observation of Size-Selected Bare Gold Clusters

A discrete sequence of bare gold clusters of well-defined nu-
clearities, Au25

+ , Au38
+ and Au102

+ were created in a process of
laser desorption, which starts from gold-bound precursor ad-
ducts (Lyz–Au) of the protein, Lyz. The adducts were made by
incubating HAuCl4·3 H2O with Lyz at room temperature (30 8C)
at various concentrations (see the Experimental Section). In the
Lyz–Au adducts, gold exist in the + 1 form as seen from X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in the Au 4f region[6g] and
the reduction (Au3+ to Au1+) is proposed to occur by amino
acids and/or by the oxidation of the cystine disulfide bonds in
the protein[11] (Section 2.5). Luminescent gold clusters in pro-
tein templates are formed from these adducts upon exposing
the system to an alkaline medium.[6g] The Lyz–Au adducts ob-
served by us here, however, are not luminescent in the visible
spectral window. Several macromolecules such as DNA are
known to produce noble metal clusters although reduction
typically uses external reducing agents.[8a] Protein-protected
clusters generally invoke the mechanism of tryptophan-in-
duced reduction.[8b] For this study, we prepared the Au1 + state
in the solution phase and conducted laser desorption on this
material in the solid state.

The protein used in this study, lysozyme, has 129 amino
acids, including eight cysteine residues, �SCH2CH(NH2)CO2H.
These cysteine residues form four disulfide bonds, thus making
four cystines, located between positions 6–127, 30–115, 64–80
and 76–94. As we show below, our theoretical simulations pre-
dicted, and experiments confirm[6i] that interaction with gold
results in splitting of the cystine disulfide bonds. For the
parent protein, matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass

spectrometric (MALDI-MS) analysis shows a series of peaks in
the positive ion spectrum corresponding to Lyz+ (m/z 14,363)
and its oligomers such as Lyz2

+ (m/z ~28 810), Lyz3
+ (m/z

~43 300), and so forth, along with Lyz2+ (m/z 7180), with un-
certainty increasing with an increase in the mass number.
Except for the Lyz2+ feature, the mass spectrum of the parent
Lyz does not show any signal in the m/z range of 3000–9000
(Figure 2, bottom-most trace). However, spectra of the Lyz–Au
adduct present a completely different picture where distinctly
different peaks are seen. These features keep increasing in in-
tensity as a function of the Au3 + concentration used to make
the adduct. An examination of the mass spectrum shows that
the new peaks are mostly spaced at m/z 197, due to Au. The
maxima of the peaks correspond to Au18S4

+ , Au25
+ and Au38

+

with a separation due to Au on either side of the maxima
(Figure 1, note the regions marked a, b and c). While the ions
in the Au25 region are composed solely of gold, the Au18

region shows ions with some sulfur additions, in the form of
Au18 + nS4 + m

+ . We conjecture here that these sulfur additions
are the result of interaction of Au with the protein medium in
which the metal cluster ions are formed. This is supported by
the predictions of our first-principles calculations (see below)
and experimental measurements[6i] (see also Figure S5, Sup-
porting Information). In the Au18

+ region, sulfur attachment is

Figure 1. MALDI-MS of Lyz–Au adduct in the linear positive mode showing
distinct features of Au clusters. The spectrum of parent Lyz is also shown.
The bare cluster series seen are separately shown: a) Au18S4, b) Au25 and
c) Au38 and d) Au102. The peaks show a separation of m/z 197. The circled
region of (c) shows a Au uptake of Lyz2+ with a separation due to the Au2 +

series. In (e) the experimental spectrum in the Au25 region is compared with
the calculated peak positions (in red). Colors of the traces correspond to the
Au3 + concentration used, which are indicated.
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again evidenced by additional mass increase in the Au20
+

mass, where the peak corresponds to Au20S5
+ . The series of

bare clusters are labeled such that the highest-intensity peak is
marked as n = 0. Peaks above and below n = 0 imply that clus-
ters of relatively poor stability are also formed. It is noteworthy
that while different ions are seen in the spectrum around the
Au18

+ and Au25
+ regions, the Au18S4

+ and Au25
+ species them-

selves are highest in intensity.
The Au38

+ region overlaps with Lyz2+ and its Au pick-up
peaks (see below), but the latter are much weaker in intensity
at the highest Au3 + concentration used. At this concentration,
the mass spectrum is spaced at m/z = 197, due to gold, while
for (Lyz–Aun)2+ , the peaks are separated by 99. The nearly
100 Da mass difference (between Au2+ and Au1 +) is easy to be
resolved at this mass range by the instrument.

Upon further examination of the mass spectrum, other ions
such as Au102

+ are also observable. In this mass region (Fig-
ure 1 d), the clusters appear in the spectrum above a gold con-
centration of 0.625 mm and there was no ion signal of signifi-
cance below this concentration regime. In this range, adjacent
cores are nearly equally stable as intensity difference is not too
high between the peaks. The mass assignments are accurate
as a comparison of the experimental and theoretical mass
numbers in the Au25

+ region would indicate (Figure 1 e). For
the other regions, experimental and theoretical peak positions
are compared in Figure S1.

Lysozyme is a rather small protein and in solution it is un-
likely to accommodate gold clusters of 25, 38 or 102 atoms in
a single molecule. Indeed as we discuss in section 2.2, a Lyz
molecule is found to attach only up to ~10 Au atoms. Conse-
quently, we propose that reactions in the plasma generated
after laser ionization/desorption to underlie the formation of
the detected gold clusters. Upon laser irradiation, a gaseous
plasma is created, composed of ions and neutrals of gold
atoms and aggregates, protein molecules, and Lyz–Au adducts,
as well as electrons. We also note here that gaseous Lyz–Au
adducts are likely to be conformationally modified compared
to the solution phase. These plasma constituents interact to
form larger aggregates (as known in the case of plasma de-
sorption). Such reactions may include the following reaction
schemes (and cascades thereof) [Eqs. (1)–(3)]:

Aun þ Aum
þ ! Aunþm

þ, Aun þ Aum ! Aunþm

n,m ¼ 1,2,3, . . . ,
ð1Þ

½Lyz� Aum�þ þ Aun ! ½Lyz� Aumþn�þ

m ¼ 0,1,2, . . . :; n ¼ 1,2,3 . . . :,
ð2Þ

½Lyz� Aun�þ þ Lyz� Aum ! ½Lyz� Aunþk�þ þ Lyz� Aum�k

n,m ¼ 1,2,3,:; k ð� mÞ ¼ 1,2, . . . ,
ð3Þ

where Equation (3) describes metals transfer between two Lyz–
Au adducts. As discussed by us below (Section 2.5), in the Lyz–
Aun adduct, the gold cluster is anchored to the protein
through binding to the cysteine residues resulting from bar-
rierless cleavage by gold of the cystine disulfide bond with
four cystine groups per lysozyme molecule. The disulfide bond

cleavage is accompanied by changes in the protein molecular
conformation (Sections 2.5 and S5). We note here that Aun

+

(with n = 1, 2, 3,…) species are seen in the laser desorption
mass spectrum of Au salts. These occur due to photoreduction
and reactions of the type described in Equation (1). Larger ag-
gregates by the extension of the same process occur here be-
cause of the delayed extraction (used in MALDI-MS) of the
ions. In our experiments, the ions (and neutrals) formed are ex-
tracted only after a finite delay time of 1200 ns to allow the
desorbed species in the gaseous plasma to interact (see de-
scription of the MALDI-MS method in the Experimental Sec-
tion). The plasma reactions between low-energy ions and neu-
trals have a number of precedents. For example, we note here
observation of C(60+ n)

+ in secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS)[9] of C60 films (due to gas-phase reactions between C60

+

and C2 species, derived by fragmentation of C60). In our case,
the above reactions are further facilitated by the abundance of
protein molecules (and their gold-cluster adducts) in the
(plasma) reaction zone, since their relatively large mass slows
down their movement and separation from the plasma cloud.
Relaxation of the metal cluster aggregation energy (binding
and excess vibrational energies) is facilitated by coupling of
the growing metal cluster to the large number of degrees of
freedom of the host protein molecule. As gold clusters evolve
following the above growth processes, certain cluster nucleari-
ties, that is selected cluster sizes (number of gold atoms) of en-
hanced stability are formed (for the electronic stabilization
mechanism of “magic number” cluster sizes, see Section 2.5),
and they eventually detach from the lysozyme template, and
get detected as bare gold cluster cations.

2.2. Au Uptake by Lyz—Observations in the Solid State

The bare clusters are formed from Au–protein adducts, which
are seen in the integral form in the MALDI MS spectra. As men-
tioned before, the positive ion spectrum of Lyz displays fea-
tures due to Lyz+ and its oligomers along with Lyz2 + (Figure 2,
bottom-most trace). For Au1 +–Lyz, these peaks are shifted to
higher masses. For the Lyz+ peak, the maximum intense fea-
ture showed a mass shift of about 600 Da from the parent Lyz,
due to Au pick-up. Upon closer examination, multiple peaks
are seen, starting from parent lysozyme peaks and each one of
the peaks is separated by m/z 197 due to Au. A maximum of
nine Au additions were seen for Lyz+ , with reduced intensity
(this region is expanded in inset a). Gold uptake is also exhibit-
ed by Lyz2

+ giving (Lyz2–Aun)+ (inset b). The larger Lyz aggre-
gates (Lyz3

+ , Lyz4
+ ,…) also take up gold, as shown in Figure 2,

but the resolution is not adequate to see individual Au uptakes
clearly at Lyz3

+ and beyond. The number of Au uptake peaks
increases with increase in Au3 + concentration (spectra at vary-
ing Au3+ concentrations are shown in Figure 2) and the inten-
sity of free protein without any Au attachment decreases si-
multaneously. Thus we conclude that up to ~10 Au attach-
ments are possible in Lyz–Aun adducts. In any case, at the con-
centrations used (maximum molar ratios of 1:3 for Lyz:Au), it is
unlikely that in solution (and thus in a solid made from that so-
lution) a protein molecule would pick up a much larger
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number of gold atoms (e.g. 25, 38 or 102), although aggre-
gates of protein–gold adducts may have such numbers of gold
atoms.

The attachment of gold to the lysozyme molecule is likely
due to the cystine residues, which act as protecting thiolates
and upon reaction with Au3+ , the latter is converted to Au+ .[10]

The lower mass region of the spectrum shows the bare clus-
ters, shown in Figure 1. As the (Lyz–Aun)2 + peaks overlap with
the Au38 + n

+ region, we have confirmed the authenticity of the
assignments by comparing the spectrum with the calculated
masses of Au38 + n

+ (Figure 2, inset c) where we can see that
some of the peaks due to (Lyz–Aun)2+ are distinctly different.

2.3. Study of the Solution State

To explore whether the gold clusters form in the solution, we
undertook an electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-
MS) study of the Lyz–Au adducts. Lysozyme gives well-defined
mass spectra and good charge distribution. The + 10 charge is
the most stable in the case of both the monomer and the
dimer in the spectral range studied. From the ESI-MS studies
(Figure 3), it is evident that Au is picked up by the protein at
all the concentrations studied. Here, larger relative intensities
are found for the Au-added peaks with an increase in the Au3 +

concentration. The separation due to multiple Au atom pick-
ups can be also seen at high concentration of Au3 + , especially
in the dimer region (these are marked in the inset). Both the
Lyz monomer and dimer show maximum intensities corre-
sponding to the + 10 charge state, implying that this state is
the most stable, as in the protein mass spectrum. The separa-
tion between the main protein peak and the gold uptake
peaks changes with the charge state: the separation is 19.7 for
+ 10 charge while it is 21.9 for + 9 and 24.6 for + 8. In these

spectra, a limited number of Au uptakes is seen, unlike in the
MALDI-MS data where up to nine Au additions are seen. This is
probably due to the increased Columbic repulsion of multiply
charged states as in 10 + and consequent loss of the metal ion
to increase the stability. From the ESI-MS data, we conclude
that the bare gold clusters observed in the MALDI mass spec-
trum (Figure 1 and 2) do not form in the solution phase.

2.4. Dependence on Other Factors

Several control experiments were performed and the impor-
tant ones are presented below:

1) To prove that the chemistry seen is independent of the
photon flux, a laser-intensity-dependent study was per-
formed. MALDI-MS did not show significant laser intensity
dependence, although the Aun

+ peaks were enhanced with
increasing intensity (Figure S2). No new features were seen
at higher intensity. In the Au18

+ region one continues to
observe the aforementioned Au18 + nS4 + m

+ features (Fig-
ure 1 a) even at higher laser intensities, indicating the ab-
sence of Au�S bond breakage. These results are important
as typically at increased laser intensity, fragmentation
occurs, especially when the linkages are weaker as in the
case of ligand protection of a metal core.

2) Several proteins known to make luminescent clusters in so-
lution[6] were probed to make bare clusters. The data (Fig-
ure S3) suggest that while lysozyme is most efficient in
cluster formation, others such as bovine serum albumin
(BSA) and NLf also make clusters. The parent proteins do
not show any peaks in this mass range.

3) While clusters form in both the positive- and negative-ion
modes, cluster formation was more efficient in the former
(Figure 4), as typically negative ions are 500 times weaker
than the corresponding positive ion signals. No new fea-

Figure 2. MALDI-MS spectrum of as-synthesized Lyz–Au adduct in the linear
positive ion mode at various concentrations of Au3+ used for incubation.
The spectrum shows Au attachment, seen at the various peaks derived from
Lyz such as the monomer (Lyz), dimer (Lyz2), trimer (Lyz3), and so forth. Ex-
panded views show multiple Au attachment to a) Lyz and b) Lyz2

+ . In (c)
theoretical (red) and experimental (black) values for Au38

+ region along with
Au uptake by Lyz2 + are compared. In these traces (c), two Au3 + concentra-
tions are used: 5 mm (black) and 2.5 mm (blue) because of their good inten-
sity. All the colors used are the same as those mentioned in Figure 1.

Figure 3. ESI-MS spectrum of Lyz–Au adduct in the positive-ion mode, in the
region of m/z 500–4000. The peaks observed are due to Au uptake by Lyz at
different charge states. Peak separation is corresponding to the Au uptake
by that specific charge state. Insets: a) peaks of the Lyzn + series and b) the
same for the Lyz2

n + series.
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tures were seen in the negative mode. In the negative
mode the Au38

+ and Au102
+ regions are not well-resolved.

From this study, it is confirmed that the as-prepared bare
clusters are more stable in the cationic form. Therefore, all
other studies were carried out in the linear positive mode.

4) The precursor solution was investigated over time to see
any time dependent changes occur in MALDI-MS (Fig-
ure S4). There was no change in the peak positions in the
Au18

+ and Au25
+ region, only the intensity was increased.

The enhanced intensity may be due to the availability of
more Au+ ions with time as more Au3+ is expected to be
consumed to become Au+ . In the Au38

+ region, the spectra
show a somewhat more pronounced dependence on the
solution incubation time than for the other sizes (Au18

+ ,
Au25

+ and Au102
+ regions). Just after mixing Au3+ with the

lysozyme, the peaks do not appear properly. However,
(Lyz–Aun)2 + peaks that overlap with the Au38

+ came up.
After two hours from mixing, the peaks began to appear,
but not with sufficient intensity. After four hours of reac-
tion, peaks in the Au38

+ region started to become promi-
nent. But after six hours, the intensity increased significant-
ly and kept getting higher, and by twelve hours, became
comparable to the intensity of the Au25

+ region. It is perti-
nent to note here that it has been reported that in the so-
lution phase, upon passage of time, Au25 becomes the only
prominent cluster among a mixture of clusters.[3j] The larger
mass-spectrometrically-measured abundance of Aun

+ (n�
38) bare clusters indicates that it is harder to accommodate
and sustain the growth of larger clusters (e.g. n = 102) in
the lysozyme template. This is most likely because the pro-
tein’s relatively small size restricts (conformationally) the
size of the forming gold cluster. The above-noted some-
what larger sensitivity of the Au38

+ cluster to the solution
incubation time, may arise because of specific structural
characteristics of certain solution Lyz–gold adducts (with
up to about ten gold atoms per lysozyme molecule) that

(kinetically) require more time to form, and that subse-
quent to laser ionization and desorption (Section 2.1) react
favorably to form this size cluster. Overall, we conclude that
the above observations further supports our conclusions
about the role of the protein molecules in the cluster for-
mation process, acting as a gold storage medium, enabling
the nucleation, growth and stabilization (see below) of
gold clusters.

2.5. Theoretical Studies

Since the mechanisms and dynamics of the cluster growth pro-
cesses are not amenable for investigation with mass spectrom-
etry, these aspects are outside the scope of this paper. Instead
we focus on experimental identification and characterization of
the products of the interaction between gold and protein mol-
ecules, and on theoretical exploration of certain size-depen-
dent stabilization mechanisms mediated by the interaction of
the formed gold clusters with the protein growth medium. In
particular, in our theoretical discussion, we focus on binding of
the gold clusters to the cysteine residues that result from dis-
sociative interaction of the clusters with the dimeric amino
acid, cystine, of the lysozyme molecule.

As aforementioned, cluster formation must be accompanied
by efficient dissipation of the heat of aggregation by the
growth medium. Macromolecules, in general, and proteins in
particular, are characterized by a vast number of degrees of
freedom, covering a broad energy (frequency) range. Conse-
quently, it is likely that vibrational motions and (local) confor-
mational changes of the host protein molecules would facili-
tate efficient removal of the heat generated in the process of
gold cluster nucleation and growth. We postulate that the ob-
served growth of metal clusters in the protein environment in-
volves formation of protein-bound metal cluster nuclei whose
growth is facilitated by dissipation, annealing and equilibration
processes. Furthermore, in this picture, the specific chemistry
of the protein template and its interaction with the gold clus-
ters play an important role in (electronic) stabilization of cer-
tain self-selecting “magic” sizes. The rest of this section is de-
voted to investigations of the electronic factors governing
such cluster stabilization processes.

Of particular interest is the mass spectrometric measurement
pertaining to the formation of a discrete, limited-in-number,
series of metal clusters that punctuates the sequence of inte-
gers—specifically, gold cation clusters with 25, 38 and
102 atoms (Figure 1). This size-sequence of bare gold clusters
is particularly interesting since it is the same as that found ear-
lier for thiolate-protected gold clusters. However, in the latter
case, the clusters are protected by a large number of ligands,
that is, Au25(SR)18,[3e,f] Au38(SR)24,[4e] and Au102(SR)44

[5a] (see also
earlier findings in refs. [2b, c]), while in the present case the
number of accessible thiols is limited by the number of cys-
tines in the lysozyme molecule. We tacitly assume that be-
cause of steric effects (crowding), a given gold aggregate may
simultaneously interact (i.e. form an adduct complex) with just
a small number of lysozyme molecules, through formation of

Figure 4. Positive (blue) and negative (red) MALDI-MS spectra of the Lyz–Au
adduct in the linear mode at a concentration of 5 mm Au3 + as all the peaks
are coming with good intensity at this concentration. In the negative mode
the intensity is 500 times less than in the positive mode and therefore the
spectra above have been scaled suitably.
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gold–sulfur bonds. Indeed we observed gold attachment
mainly to Lyz+ and Lyzn

+ (n = 2–4) (see MALDI mass spectra in
Figure 2, and related text).

As noted above, our discussion pertaining to the stabiliza-
tion mechanism of the observed bare clusters (with n = 25, 38,
and 102 gold atoms), focuses on the interaction of the clusters
with the thiol groups of the cysteine residues, which form as
a result of the dissociative binding of cystine units of lysozyme
to the forming clusters. In Figure 5 we display the calculated
projected density of states (PDOS) (see the Methods Section),
for an optimized (minimum energy) bare Au38 cluster (upper
panel) and for the optimized structure of Au38(cysteine)4 (lower
panel). While cystine is part of the lysozyme protein, we have
considered here for simplicity its dissociative adsorption to the
metal cluster as a free molecule. An optimal (minimum energy)
atomic configuration of the four cysteine residues adsorbed on
the Au38 cluster is shown in Figure 6. In Figure 5, as well as in
the following ones, a vertical dashed line at E�EF = 0 denotes
the location of the midpoint between the Kohn–Sham (KS)
eigen-energies of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied one (LUMO).

In the following, we make use of the early proposal[2 g]

where a “partial jellium” (PJ) model (used often in recent theo-
retical work on passivated metal clusters to explain “magic
number” stability)[11] was first introduced for the analysis of the

electronic structure of gold clus-
ters. In agreement with the PJ
model we find that while for
a wide range of energies (locat-
ed at the middle of the energy
spectrum) the electronic wave-
functions (KS orbitals) exhibit lo-
calized character (associated
with the atomic 5d electrons),
the orbitals of states with ener-
gies near the top or bottom of
the spectra are of delocalized
(super-atom, jellium-like) char-
acter, derived from the atomic
6s electrons (see representative
orbital images in Figures 5, 7
and 8). These delocalized states
can be assigned particular sym-
metries [determined with the
use of an expansion of the cal-
culated wavefunction in spheri-
cal harmonics (see the Methods
Section and Figure S5)] , follow-
ing the electronic cluster–shell
model (CSM), with a (superatom)
aufbau rule : 1S2 j1P6 j1D10 j2S2 j
1F14 j2P61G18 j2D103S21H22 j
2F1….where S, P, D, F, G, H, and
I, correspond, respectively, to
angular momenta, l = 0, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, and 6. We note here cer-
tain possible alterations in level

ordering, for example, exchanging the locations of the 1D10

and 2S2 and of 3S2 and 1H22 levels, caused mainly by deviations
of the cluster shape from spherical symmetry. In the above
CSM scheme, the vertical lines denote shell-closures, with each

Figure 5. PDOS calculated for an optimized neutral bare Au38 cluster (upper panel), with an optimized deformed
truncated octahedral, d-TO, structure, shown as an inset, whose energy is lower by 1.07 eV than that of the ideal
TO isomer. Also shown is the PDOS for an optimized Au38(cyteine)4 cluster (bottom panel, with the optimized
structure shown in Figure 6). The four adsorbed cysteine residues resulted from dissociation of the disulfide
bonds in two adsorbed cystine molecules. Also shown for the cluster in the bottom panel are KS orbital images
of two of the 1F orbitals near the top of the occupied spectrum (the one with E�EF =�0.27 being the HOMO or-
bital), and of one of the unoccupied 1G orbitals. The weights of the angular momentum components of the dis-
played KS orbitals are given in S6. Dashed vertical line at E�EF = 0 denotes the location of the midpoint between
the HOMO and the LUMO levels. In the orbital isosurface images, positive and negative orbital values are colored
light blue and pink, and the orbital energies and symmetries (with the color key given on the right in the upper
PDOS panel) are marked. The stabilization (shell closure gap) in the PDOS shown in the bottom panel is 0.54 eV.

Figure 6. Three views of the structure of Au38 (cyteine)4 (gold atoms repre-
sented by orange spheres) with four adsorbed cysteine [HO2CCH(NH2)CH2S�]
residues, resulting from two dissociated cystine units. Sulfur atoms are repre-
sented by yellow spheres, oxygen atoms by red spheres, carbons by gray
spheres, nitrogen by larger light blue spheres, and hydrogen atoms by small
dark blue spheres. The S�S distances, between two neighboring adsorbed
cysteine residues, are d(S�S) = 4.50 � and 4.42 �, and the average S�Au
bond length is 2.36 �. For an undissociatively adsorbed cystine molecule
d(S�S) = 2.21 � and d(Au�S) = 2.545 � and 2.495 �.
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closure accompanied by the opening of a stabilizing energy
gap. Consequently, closed-shell clusters (that is, where the
HOMO state of the cluster closes a shell) possess enhanced sta-
bility, and are termed “magic number” (MN) clusters. Such
(spherical-like) clusters are comprised of n* = 2, 8, 18 (20), 34
(40), 58, 92, … delocalized electrons. In certain cases gaps may
also occur at the magic numbers given in parenthesis (depend-
ing on the degree of deviation of the cluster structure from
spherical symmetry, see for example, Figure 8 (B) below).

We observe that for the neutral bare Au38 cluster (Figure 5
upper panel), E�EF = 0 falls within a dense band of states, that
is, with no opening of a stabilization gap. We also note that
a gap of 0.48 eV (denoted by the number 34 at the top panel
of Figure 5) separates the peaks corresponding to the occu-
pied 1F orbitals (colored green) from the two peaks (occupied
by 4e) corresponding to 1G orbitals (colored brown, at the top
of the spectrum in Figure 5, upper panel). This 34-electron su-
peratom gap is the result of a 1S2 j1P6 j1D10 j2S2 j1F14 shell clo-
sure associated with the population of 17 delocalized orbitals
(corresponding to double occupancy by 34 electrons). By itself,
the Au38 cluster is not a “magic cluster”, having an excess of
four delocalized electrons (occupying the aforementioned two
1G states) and exhibiting merely a gap DHL = 0.21 eV between
the highest occupied (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
(LUMO) molecular orbitals. However, we conjecture that the in-
teraction of gold clusters with cystine units of the lysozyme
template (four cystines in a lysozyme molecule derived from
chicken egg white used in our experiment) may confer en-
hanced stability of the cluster by transforming it to a magic
one. This conjecture is strongly supported by the results
shown in Figure 5.

To assess the energetics of the above stabilization mecha-
nism involving interaction of the gold clusters with the protein,
we explored the binding of the Au38 cluster to the cystine mol-
ecules, (SCH2CH(NH2)CO2H)2. As before, for simplicity we con-
sider free cystine molecules, while as part of the lysozyme they
are bonded to the protein. A cystine molecule binds to the d-
TO 38 atom gold cluster with an energy of 0.58 eV. This ad-
sorption does not have a noticeable effect on the atomic ar-
rangement, electronic structure and stability of the cluster.
However, upon dissociation of the cystine molecule on the
cluster (a process that entails a very small energy barrier), the
two cysteine units (thiolate parts of the dimeric aminoacid, cys-
tine) adsorb strongly to the cluster with a binding energy of
1.97 eV per cystine. Thus, when dissociatively adsorbing two
cystine molecules (Figure 6) we get E[Au38(d-TO)] +

2 E[cystine)]�E[Au38 (cysteine)4] = 3.94 eV, where E[X] denotes
the total energy of the species X. The dissociative binding of
two cystine molecules to the Au38 cluster (see Figure 6) is
found to have a profound effect on the electronic structure of
the cluster, with the sulfur�gold bonds engaging the four 1G
electrons (corresponding to the two occupied peaks, colored
brown, near E�EF = 0 in the upper panel of Figure 5), and,
most importantly, opening a shell-closure stabilization gap
DHL = 0.48 eV (see lower panel, Figure 5). The KS orbital images
of two of the 1F delocalized orbitals near the top of the occu-
pied spectrum (the one with E�EF =�0.27 eV being the HOMO

orbital), and an image of the unoccupied 1G orbital (see
bottom of Figure 5) confirm the above 34-electron superatom
electronic shell structure. The above validates our conjecture
pertaining to the shell-closure stabilization caused by the inter-
action of certain gold clusters (particularly Aun with n close to
a magic number, n*) with the protein template.

The above first-principles calculations predict that the inter-
action of gold clusters with cystine residues of the lysozyme
molecule would result in cleavage of the S�S bonds. This in
turn may lead to change in the secondary structure of the pro-
tein. Such change is indeed seen in circular dichroism (CD)
studies of protein-protected luminescent gold clusters in solu-
tion as well as in the IR spectrum of the same material in the
solid state.[6i] Cleavage of S�S bonds has been found to lead to
changes in the protein secondary structure (see Figure S5). We
have shown that 28 % of the a-helix structure is lost due to
gold-cluster formation. Here we note that most of the cystine
residues are in the a-helix region. Therefore S�S bond break-
age directly affects the helical structure of the protein. Corre-
sponding changes are also seen in an infrared spectroscopic
study. Certain changes are observable also in the amide region
(Figure S5). The variations in the a-helix region are better ob-
servable in the second derivative of the spectra (Figure S5).
Such studies were performed as well on lactoferrin-protected
luminescent gold clusters.[6f]

Further evidence for the interaction of the gold clusters with
the sulfur-containing residues (cystines) in the lysozyme mole-
cule can be obtained from measurements of XPS spectra. The
Au–Cys interaction has a covalent component. Indeed, distinct
features are observed in XPS measurements of protein–gold
adducts, in the S (2p) and Au (4f) regions, supporting the cova-
lent attachment of Au to the cysteines. The measured S (2p)
signal is thiolate-like,[6g–i] supporting the disulfide bond cleav-
age. However, no corresponding change is seen in the N(1s)
region upon the addition of gold to the lysozyme, indicating
that formation of lysozyme–gold adducts does not involve
bonding of gold to the amide region in the protein.

In Figures 7 and 8 we display the calculated PDOS for Au102
+

(Figure 7) and for Au38
+ and Au25

+ (Figure 8). Such results
were obtained for several structural isomers (with optimal clus-
ter structures shown as an inset in Figures 7 and 8). We ob-
serve that as in the case of the neutral bare Au38 cluster
(Figure 5 upper panel) for all the clusters considered here,
E�EF = 0 falls within a dense band of states, that is, with no
opening of a stabilization gap. The key observation is that
while Aun

+ , with n = 102, 38 and 25, are not magic-number
clusters, the number of (delocalized) 6s electrons in each of
these clusters is rather close to a magic number, that is n* =

92, 34, and 20, respectively. Consequently, these clusters may
achieve magic-number stabilization even when the depletion
in the number of delocalized electrons in the cluster is relative-
ly small (through electronic interaction of the cluster with the
protein). Specifically, for the clusters considered by us here (i.e.
with n = 102, 38 and 25), such stabilization through depletion
of the number of delocalized electrons entails a rather small
number of electrons, that is n�n* = 10, 4, and 5 electrons, re-
spectively. As demonstrated by us above for the case of the
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Au38 cluster, such stabilization can occur in the lysozyme tem-
plate through interactions of the aggregated gold cluster with
cystine units of the protein, resulting in breaking of the disul-
fide bonds and strong binding of the cysteine residues to the
cluster (while maintaining their peptide bond linkage to the
protein). Once formed as stable magic-number clusters (anch-
ored to the protein), release of the clusters from the protein
template and ionization (in the gas phase) brings them to a cat-
ionic state Aun

+ , n = 102, 38, and 25. We remark here that the
cluster geometries that we describe here differ from those
found in the case of the aforementioned thiol-passivated gold
clusters,[3–5] since the latter clusters are protected by a large
number of strongly interacting adsorbed molecules, whereas
in the present case, during the formation process, the interac-
tion between the clusters and the growth environment is of
limited nature (only four disulfide groups in a Lyz molecule).

Moreover, ultimately, as ob-
served in the mass spectrum,
the gold clusters appear bare
(i.e. without the stabilizing li-
gands). We recall here that for
the smallest observed gold clus-
ter ions (around n = 18), some
sulfur addition, in the form of
Au18 + nS4 + m

+ clusters, have been
detected (see Figure 1), provid-
ing further evidence for the in-
teraction between the gold
clusters and the cystine units of
the lysozyme prior to release of
the clusters to the gas phase.
Why the smaller clusters (con-
taining a number of atoms cen-
tered on 18) are found to carry
some small number of residual
sulfur atoms, while the larger
clusters (Aun

+ , n = 25, 38, 102)
appear bare, remains a topic for
future research.

3. Conclusions

We reported here the results of
a joint experimental (MALDI
and electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry) and theo-
retical (large-scale first-princi-
ples DFT electronic structure cal-
culations) investigations pertain-
ing to the formation of a dis-
crete sequence of bare gold
clusters of well-defined nucleari-
ty, that is, Au25

+ , Au38
+ and

Au102
+ , in the gas phase, by

a novel process involving gold-
bound complexes of the protein
lysozyme.

It is proposed that during laser desorption ionization of
a protein–Au salt adduct, gold clusters form, with the protein
serving as a confining cluster growth environment, providing
an effective reservoir for dissipation of the aggregation and
stabilization energy of the clusters. Furthemore, the first-princi-
ples calculations suggest that electronic interaction between
the aggregating metal clusters and the lysozyme molecule (via
the sulfur-containing cystine residues) stabilizes specific cluster
sizes, at, or in the neighborhood of, electronic magic numbers.
Clusters with these magic number sizes form a discrete size se-
quence with enhanced stability. Specifically, we demonstrate,
with the use of results obtained from extensive first-principles
calculations, that two cystine units dissociate upon interaction
with Au38 (see Figure 6). The resulting four cysteine residues
engage some of the delocalized electrons of the gold cluster
(originating from the 6s1 electrons of the gold atoms), thus

Figure 7. PDOS and KS orbital images calculated for an optimized Marks-decahedral (m-Dh) structure (left inset in
bottom panel of the PDOS, with the gold atoms in the m-Dh “grooves” colored brown) of a Au102

+ cluster; the
ideal m-Dh structure is comprised of 101 atoms, the extra atom in the Au102

+ cluster is positioned in the groove
(see the extra atom, colored in darker brown, at the bottom left of the cluster structure shown in the inset). In
the orbital isosurface images, positive and negative orbital values are colored light blue and pink, and the orbital
energies and symmetries (with the color key given on the right in the upper PDOS panel) are marked. All orbitals
shown are of delocalized character except the one at �3.62 eV (left in the upper panel) which corresponds to a lo-
calized orbital with atomic d character. The weights of the angular momentum components of the displayed KS
orbitals are given in Figure S5. The number of electrons in delocalized orbitals (2, 8, 20, 58, and 92) corresponding
to closed shells are marked in the shell-closure gaps. Note in particular the shell closure at n* = 92 obtained by de-
pletion (10 electrons) of the number of delocalized electrons resulting from the interaction of the cluster with the
protein environment and subsequent single ionization. The cluster is characterized by a spin projection sz = 1=2.
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transforming it to a 34-electron closed-shell superatom struc-
ture, characterized by a relatively large (HOMO–LUMO) stabili-
zation gap of close to 0.5 eV (see Figure 5). The same mecha-
nism is operative for the other gold cluster sizes found in the
experiments.

Our theoretical discussion
presents a novel stabilization
mechanism operative in the
protein environment that ex-
plains the emergence of the
particular size sequence of clus-
ters observed in our experi-
ments. The mechanism that we
propose differs from the one
known to apply for the case of
protected gold clusters in solu-
tion, involving a large number
of protective thiolates (SR) cov-
ering the surface of the core
gold cluster, for example
Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24 and
Au102(SR)44. In contrast to the
latter ones, in our present case
only a few cystines (between
two and five) are required to
bind to the gold cluster to ach-
ieve magic number stability—
this is consistent with the limit-
ed number of cystines in a lyso-
zyme molecule (four cystines
per lysozyme). While our studies
explain the products formed,
the dynamics of cluster forma-
tion remains a subject for future
experimental and theoretical ex-
plorations.

In light of the continuing
surge in research activity per-
taining to the size-specific prop-
erties of gold (as well as other
noble metal) clusters in nano-
technology, nanocatalysis, biol-
ogy and nanomedicine (see, e.g.
refs. [1, 6, 12]), we expect our
findings to add to the knowl-
edge base that is imperative for
future development, design,
and implementation of nano-
scale instruments and devices.
In particular, recent assessment
of research directed at using
noble metal (particularly gold)
nanoparticles to probe biomole-
cules and biological processes,
as well as for diagnostics and/or
regulation and modification of
cellular functions, has pointed

to a need for detailed knowledge concerning the nature and
consequences of interaction between metal nanoparticles and
biomolecules, proteins in particular.[13]

Figure 8. PDOS and KS orbital images calculated for: A) an optimized truncated octahedral (TO) structure (left
image in the upper row) of a Au38

+ cluster, and B) an optimized tetrahedral-like structure (atomic structure
images of the cluster, viewed from the front and back sides, are given on the left in the bottom panel of the
PDOS) of a Au25

+ cluster. In (A) all orbitals shown have delocalized character except that at �3.86 eV which corre-
sponds to a localized one with atomic d character. Note the shell closure at n* = 34, obtained by partial depletion
(four electrons) of the number of delocalized electrons, and subsequent single-electron ionization. The cluster is
characterized by a spin projection sz = 3/2. In (B) we limit ourselves to the top part of the electronic spectrum,
and display only two delocalized orbitals, one of 1D character (at �0.99 eV, corresponding to shell closure and
opening of the 20-electrons shell-closure gap) and the other of 1F character (at �0.07 eV corresponding to the
HOMO�1 energy level near E�EF = 0). Orbitals in the energy range �6.0 eV<E-EF<�1.5 eV are of localized
atomic d character. The delocalized electrons near �6.19 eV occupy a 1P orbital, and those with energy about
�6.95 eV occupy a 1S orbital (not shown). The shell closure at n* = 20, is obtained by a five-electron depletion of
the number of delocalized electrons by interaction with the protein, and subsequent single-electron ionization.
The cluster is characterized by a spin projection sz = 1. The weights of the angular momentum components of the
displayed KS orbitals are given in S6. For other details see caption of Figure 7.
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Experimental and Theoretical Methods

Materials

Tetrachloroauric acid trihydrate (HAuCl4·3 H2O) was prepared in our
laboratory starting from pure gold. Lysozyme, extracted from chick-
en egg white and which had >90 % purity, was purchased from
Sigma Aldrich. Sinapic acid was also purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
All the chemicals were used without further purification. Deionized
water was used throughout the experiment.

Synthesis of the Lyz–Au Adduct

Lyz–Au adduct was prepared by the same method as described by
Chaudhari et al.[6g] Briefly different concentrations of HAuCl4·3 H2O
(1 mm-10 mm) were prepared. To 1 mL 1.5 mm of Lyz, 1 mL of
HAuCl4·3 H2O solutions of different concentrations were added and
the resultant mixtures were stirred with a magnetic stirrer for
5 min and incubated further for 2 h. The samples were taken out
and spotted for MALDI-MS analysis. These were also analyzed by
ESI-MS.

Spectrometric Analysis and Instrumentation

MALDI-MS Analysis: Sinapic acid was used as the matrix for MALDI-
MS analysis. The matrix solution was prepared using 1:3 acetoni-
trile:0.1 % trifluoroacetic acid in deionized (DI) water. Each time
while sampling, 5 mL of the sample was mixed with 100 mL of fresh-
ly prepared matrix and sonicated gently for 10 s and then 2.5 mL of
the mixture was spotted to yield a dried droplet. An Applied Bio-
systems Voyager DE Pro MALDI MS instrument was used for the
measurements. A pulsed nitrogen laser of 337 nm was used for
ionizing the sample. Spectra were collected in the linear positive
mode and an average of 250 shots were taken for each spectrum.
Measurements were also done in the negative mode, where indi-
cated. In time-of-flight mass spectrometry it is assumed that ions
are generated instantaneously upon laser irradiation. The time
width for N2 laser pulse is of the order of a few nanoseconds.
When the laser intensity is high enough to exceed the ion genera-
tion threshold, ions may continue to be generated even after the
completion of laser irradiation. To avoid ion loss, and also to im-
prove resolution, a long delay time of few hundred nanoseconds is
typically applied between ion generation and ion extraction. In our
study we have used a delay time of 1200 ns to allow the desorbed
species to interact in the gas phase.
ESI-MS Analysis : 10 mL of the sample was taken and diluted to
2 mL with DI water. To it 10 mL of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (0.1 % in
DI) was added as ionization enhancer for spectral collection in the
positive ion mode. A Thermo Scientific LTQ XL ESI MS instrument
was used for this study. Ion spray voltage was kept 4.5 kV and the
capillary temperature was set at 250 8C.
Computational Methods
The theoretical results described in this paper have been obtained
from calculations using spin density functional theory (SDFT)[14] in
conjunction with non-local norm-conserving scalar-relativistic soft
pseudopotentials[15] with the valence 5d10 and 6s1 electronic states
of the gold atoms (as well as the valence electrons of the atoms of
the interacting cysteine molecules: sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen and hy-
drogen) expanded in a plane-wave basis with a 62 Ry kinetic
energy cutoff, and employing the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional in the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) to the
exchange–correlation corrections.[16]

The theoretical explorations of the atomic arrangements and elec-
tronic structures of the gold clusters and their interactions with

the cystine units of the protein employed the SDFT, using the
Born–Oppenheimer (BO) molecular dynamics (MD) method, BO–
SDF–MD.[14] This method is particularly suitable for investigations
of charged systems since it does not employ a supercell (i.e. no pe-
riodic replication of the ionic system is used). Structural optimiza-
tions were performed using a conjugate-gradient-like method. For
the clusters shown in Figures 7 and 8, we find the following spin
projection (sz) values: Au102

+ : sz = 1/2; Au38
+ : sz = 3/2; Au25

+ : sz = 1.
The “partial jellium” picture was first introduced in ref. [2g] and
used in the analysis of the electronic structures of bare gold
anions. In that paper the expansion in spherical harmonics (see
below) was done for each gold atom of the cluster taken as
a center. Here we choose to perform the analysis with respect to
the center of mass of the cluster.
The projected density of states, wi,l(R0) were calculated[2g] from the
KS orbitals yi(r+Rcm) corresponding to the KS energy eigenvalue ei,
where Rcm is the center of mass of the cluster (taken from here on
as the origin, Rcm = 0), using Equation (4):

wi,lðR0Þ ¼
Xl

m¼�l

ZR0

0

r2drj�i,lm ðrÞj2 ð4aÞ

�i,lmðrÞ ¼
Z

dWY lm Wð ÞyiðrÞ ð4bÞ

Here, Ylm is the spherical harmonic function with angular momen-
tum number l and magnetic quantum number m, and angular mo-
menta up to l = 6 (I symmetry) are considered. The integration is
taken in a sphere of radius R0, chosen as follows for the three clus-
ter sizes: Au102

+ : R0 = 11.6 �; Au38
+ : R0 = 9.3 �; Au25

+ : R0 = 8.9 �. In
plotting the PDOS each wi,l is broadened by a Gaussian of width
0.07 eV.
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